
With the same key word I would like to have leather black borders to the end of the kote. 
It is only because I saw so many practionners with threads to it, and it is really aesthetic (particularly at grading exams for example).

If you want more details on how I would see it, please feel free to ask me !

MY DREAM KOTE 
First of all, let me introduce myself : My name is Ghaïs Guelaïa, I’m a 19 year old  french kendo practionner, since 7 years now

(so please forgive my mistakes if there are any).
I consider that Tozando is an innovative company, and also that your products are always at the top of quality (after all, 

my own current bogu is from you).
So when I’ve heard about that contest, I’ve wanted to be part of that dream of yours !
The last 3 years, I’ve been doing a design school, and worked and a lot of projects,

I also had the luck to be part of the junior french kendo team, so I know what is hard training and high level competition.I also had the luck to be part of the junior french kendo team, so I know what is hard training and high level competition.
So I combined these two experiences to think about what will be for me the best kote.

Kote that are “shiai-oriented” are plenty on the market, but they do not really suits the needs of hard training sessions.

First of all, I’ve seen your “tornado stitch” at the european Kendo championship in Clermont Ferrand
I’m very enthusiastic about it, because it gives great protection, so much more than everything else I’ve seen.
For me, this is the best for that part of the kote.

I really want the flexible wrist part to be longer than usual.
My old kote are greatly damaged due to my wrist flexibility on
cuts such as sayu men, do, or gyakudo. 

Orizashi is a good fabric, however, it tends to tear up with
repeated tai-atari and hikiwaza. In order to prevent that,
reinforced leather parts all around the glove part, and 
especially the thumb would be great.

Micro punched clarino has always been for me
one of the best choice for long-lasting kote.
the sweat evaporation resulting to that
is just fantastic. However, I’ve experienced that
the micro-punches tends to tear up really easily on
some part. So my proposition is to reinforce these
parts with leather, or clarino, but without holes in it.parts with leather, or clarino, but without holes in it.

“Resistance” will be the key word of my dream kote.


